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The Mixages are no different to the Mixtrack in terms of lighting. The deck
progress lights are only red in the Mixtrack though, the Mixages have both
deck progress lights and deck select lights. If you dont have a Mixtrack or

Mixautor S, I highly recommend getting one of these. The lights are
nowhere near as bright as those on higher end controllers and make it far
too easy to get distracted by them in the dark. However, thats something
I dont believe that people use these as much as they should, so for these
reasons, I dont mind. The Mixaude Asio drivers work fast and are stable.

This controller is designed to work with high-spec computers using
whatever version of Windows that the company offers; at least Vista

64-bit and Windows 7. Its definitely not recommended for using with XP.
Theres no doubt that a recent 64-bit version of Windows or later, will work
much faster and smoother, but for me, when buying a controller, theres
no point in just buying it to find out if its compatible - youll just have to
work out the quirks yourself. The Mixaude Asio drivers were designed to

allow the software to work as efficiently as possible and they do this well.
In total, Im happy to report that Ive never had any problems running Cue

on this controller. I like the fact the Mixage moves quicker than the UG-2M
and has one less knob (the jogwheel is the same on both). The Mixage

also has the highest quality jogwheel on the market that has a clearer feel
to the touch. The Mixage has a nice rubberised felt construction but

overall, it isnt tough. When I compared the Mixage to the UG-2M, I noticed
the Mixage is narrower than the UG-2M but it doesnt feel really small, for

example, and the Mixage has the sonic benefits of an all-solid-state digital
board like Reloops flagship units, with no hum like that of the UG-2Ms.
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The Mixage is a bit pricier than similar audio-only controllers like the
UG-2M but the UG-2Ms drawbacks in my opinion make it harder to

recommend in real terms (at least in terms of the selection of its digital
parts). If youre after something that feels like a badminton controller with
decent digital audio, the Mixage is a good option. Unlike the UG-2M, the

Mixage is an analogue controller rather than a digital one and that aspect
alone should be enough to commend it. The Mixage has plenty of

features, is well built, but gets overshadowed by the Mixagess much more
expensive little brothers, the DJ-610 and DJ-610ME, which both have a

wider selection of digital parts plus greater build quality and handling. As
a standalone controller, the Mixage is very similar to the DJ-610ME, which
I like a lot. It looks like you can get the Mixage for around $60 cheaper if
you wait for the planned August release of the MixageME which is why its
a good thing the Mixage does have the same price tag as the DJ-610ME

despite its slightly better digital features (and being smaller). As for now,
the Mixage gets an 8/10. Reloop is a very solid company and I have no

doubt that the Mixage will benefit from their wealth of experience building
a huge range of high quality products including the two UG-series

consoles. Theres a lot to like about the Mixage and it feels comfortable in
the hands, but it doesnt offer everything in one box. A controller thats a

lot of different things to a lot of different people for a lot of different
reasons. But if theres one soundcard that most producers will be able to

take advantage of across many styles of music whether in recording,
mixing, producing or DJing, its probably the Dr. Zs ASIO driver.
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